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Injunction
Postpones
Election
Til Today
See Page2
Sen. Gil Gonzales

Chief Justice Barbara Simmons

(Photos by Kenneth Liebensohn)

Student Court justices Ray Montez, Mark Ish, Barbara Simmons and John Koogler
at yesterday's hearing at which the court decided, in a two·two split, to have the
election today.
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Patricia Hearst
Joins Terrorists

Atty. Gen. Phil York

Arena Stage Set Up:
The Reports Differ

SAN FRANCISCO (UPI)-Patricia Hearst said in a stunning
tape recorded broadcast Wednesday. that she had joined the
Syml:ionese Liberation Army and had chosen to remain with the
terrorist band that kidnapped her 58 days ago.
The 20·year·old girl's mother, Catherine Hearst, identified the
voice as that o£ her daughter.
The tape recording was sent to radio station KPF A in Berkeley,
accompanied by a photograph o£ Patricia standing in front of the
seven·headed cobra flag of the SLA, carrying a machine gun.
At the Hearst home ih suburban Hillsborough Patricia's sister,
Anne, 18, said she didn't believe the broadcast.
"I know Patty tar too well to think' she'd come around like
that. I don't beliete it. She only knows one side of the story-she
doesn't know the whole thing. She might have thought that, but
really I don't believe that. She's too bullheaded."
The broadcast also contained a declaration from the
mysterious "Cinque;" leader of the SLA, who said that from now
on no members of the ruling class will be taken prisonel'.
Instead, he said, ucorporate enemies of the people will be shot
on sight." .

See Page 5

Bulletin
~

Bernard Hardin was named "Player of the Year" in the Western Athletic Conference
(WAC) and coach Norm Ellenberger was named '•coach of the Year" by the Western
Athletic Conference Sportswriters Association last night at the Association's meeting
at the Hilton here in Albuquerque.
j
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Last-Minute Injunction Forces Postponement·~z
By ORLANDO MEDINA
Of the Lobo Staff

. The ASUNM Spring General
Election will take place today
despite an injunction issued
yestet·day halting the scheduled
election,
In the early hours of. yesterday
morning the Uhuru Sasa Dance
group went. to the home of
Barbara Simmons, chief justice of
the ASUNM Student Court, and
asked that the election be halted,
Simmons heard the grounds on
which the dance group wanted the
election stopped and. issued a
temporary resttaining order that
hal ted the election,
THE INJUNCTION was served
just before the polls opened, but
was appealed before President
Ferrel Heady at 9:30a.m.
Heady asked the advice of
court ju~tices Mark Ish and Rick
Maestas whether the injunction
was valid, The justices, who had
not known about the injunction
until the 9:30 meeting, studied'
the papers and said that if the
injunction were a preliminary
restraining order, it was not valid.
The validity of the order was
questioned because if it was a
preliminary order and not a
temporary order, then the
defendants, ASUNM &nate and
the Finance Committee, had not
been given proper notification as
required by law.
HEADY FELT THE order was
a preliminary one and also
considered the fact that none of
the other judges had been
contacte" about th.e order and
overturned the injunction and said
the election should go on.
About 11 a.m., Uhuru Sasa and
ASUNM President Ross Perkal
met with Heady about his
decision. Chief Justice Simmons
said the order had been a
temporary restraining order.
Heady stuck to his decision but
the ASUNM Elections Committee
later stopped the election and
decided that the court would hear
the plaintiffs and the defendants
later that day to decide on the
ou teo me of the election.
About 1 p.m. the Election
Committee had a meeting to
decide when the election should
be held at which time Simmons
tole! the Election CommittPe,
"Neither this. body or ASUNM
senate has no authority on this
matter, The appeals to the Court
is a judicial function. This body is
completely out of order and I will
search into the Constitution to
discipline you."
DEAN KAREN GLASER, who
had attended both regular
meetings, said that Perkal pointed

out that there would be no
election that day.
Robin . Willet, chairperson of
the Elections Committee, said,
"There's a discrepancy whether
Ross (Perkal) could call off the
election,"
Simmons said it was her
understanding that the election
was off and that no matter what
the Election Committee decided,
any dl)cision the court made later
would override it.
At 2:30p.m. the Student Court
held a hearing to decide the fate
of the election.
Ron Zonner, a student, had an
affidavit from Attorney General
Phil York asking that Simmons
step down as Chief Justice
because of a conflict of interest.
ISH TOOK OVER AS chief
justice and said th<It Simmons
would be there in an advisory
capacity. Later he added that
Simmons still had voting power,
Ish said that the court was in
session to decide whether a
restraining order should be issued
stopping the election. The court
then asked that Uhuru Sasa
present their request for stopping
the election.
The original restraining order
read that "Uhuru Sasa was
omitted from the proposed
budget for unjustifiable reasons
based on false allegations such as:
misuse of funds, inexcusable loss
of Uhuru Sasa equipment, and
non-fulfillment of obligation to
ASUNM."
A SPOKESMAN FOR the
group said theY had evidence that
would prove contradictory to the
allegations made saying, "We feel
that irreparable damage would
take place to Uhuru Sasa if the
election were to be held now. This
is because we're not on the budget
because of allegations."
The spokesman for the group
felt that the student body should
have a chance to vote on the
group's budget.
Later he made a proposal that
the candidate's election could go
on because of consideration for
the student body, but their prime
interest was the budget.
Vice-President Janice Arnold
and Senator Gil Gonzales spoke
on behalf of the defendants and
said that people running for office
were being inJured because the
election was stopped citing the
money and time candidates have
spent on their campaigns. Also,
candidates who specified the
election date on their posters
cifuld be accused of
misrepresentation.
ATTORNEY GENERAL Phil
York said that in his opinion the
hearing was not the proper

procedure for grievances of the
dance troupe as there were other
methods, He also said stopping
the election was causing damage
to a lot of people.
Gonzales, chairman of the
Finance Committee, said the

delaying the budget election
because the money was not
allocated till next year.
SENATORS LARRY
ABRAHAM and Larry Hanna
speaking on behalf of the senate,
Sllid, ''The proper place for this
issue should have been settled in
the senate not in the court."
The senators felt that there had
been sufficient eviden.ce to
warrant an investigation of the
dance troupe, saying they
questioned the motives of the
dance troupe in that the group
knew they would be deleted from
the budget for two weeks.
Instead, the troupe had acted at
the last minu and Abraham and

Hanna both felt the issue should
be aired before the students.
AFTER TWO HOURS ~
deliberation the judges were split
two-two on the motion. In such
cases, the motion is denied. But
the court pointed qut that though
the election will take place, they
will enforce the law that Uhuru
Sasa can appear again before the
se"n ate for allocation and be
treated fairly,
The spokesman for the dance
troupe said they would accept the
decision of the court and appear
before senate for funding adding
he doubted that the group will
the court's decision to
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Of the Lobo Staff
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After months of saying he would not run, ex-City manager
Herb Smith formally declared his candidacy for mayor of
Albuquerquf yesterday.
Smith said he decided to run "only after great deal of personal
soul searching and contemplation" and that he was taking a ''big
gamble.
"I believe the people should be better served than by the
dictates of small, special interest groups," Smith said.
He will campaign on his record as city manager, he said, and
stress continuity and professionalism in city government, saying
that there are no "easy or pat solutions" to city problems.
Smith was fired as city .manager by the city commission last
December. The action triggered the formation of a group which
claimed the firing was done capriciously.
The group tried unsuccessfully to recall two commissioners,
one of whom, Ray Baca, is now running against Smith for mayor.
After his firing from City Hall, Smith was hired by KOB radio
to do a nightly talk show on city affairs, using phone calls from
listeners. Even though the show received more calls than it could
handle, Smith was fired after his first night.
The reason given for the firing was lack of listener response.
Since then Smith has tried unsuccessfully to find any
employment in Albuquerque.
In his announcement statement at a press conference
Wednesday afternoon, Smith said, "All of us should be aware of
the dangers of what can happen to people who oppose the special
interest groups which exist in any city."
Smith said he has no established organization and no money
and will have to rely entirely upon voluntary participation from
concerned citizens.
He labeled the present city com.mission a "lame duck" and
"caretaker type government" that is characterized by
"indecisiveness," but he said he didn't enter the race to be
vindictive.
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Editorial Phone (505) 2774102, 277-4202
Th£1 New 'Mexico Daily Lobo is puiJ..
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Three people are pouring love. care, water and manure on a
~mall roped-off northwest section of People's Park. L:tsk week they
planted a variety of flowers to, add to the present irises and

Med. Group Elects Coed
(Photo• by Kenneth Llebenoohn)

Louella Houston
committee had considered facts
when they had studied the
proposed illiUrU Sasa budget.
Louella Houston, assistant
director of Uhuru Sasa, said, "In
consideration for the student
body, we feel the candidate
election should go on and we
proposed that to the court. We are
the only Black African Dance
troupe in New Mexico and we feel
there was a direct conspiracy to
get Uhuru Sasa off campus." She
added that the group wanted to
be on the budget because of past
trouble with the senate,
The group also felt the student
body would not be hurt by

first year students:
Marshal
Parsons, Rod Luhn. John Jameson.
and Nancy Bodclson: and four
second year students: Ms. Phelan.
Steve Grinde, Rick Mendius. and
K uri !:vans.

KOAT-TV Channel 7
Sunday, April 7

The most unusual store ever!

I

.

243-3637
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Melissa Stephenson. UNM student. &aid the flower garden had
existed from the time Pcople"s !'ark was swrtetl three years ago hut
nobody took care of it. She said she decided to water and wcctl it
for two yeurs but had no money for plants.
During the past year she said she ditln't take care of it, not being
at school. She suid people parked on it in winter and spring and gas
had leaked or been spilt on the garden.
"It's amazing because e"vcn though it was parked on, rained on by
gas and walked on by students, the irises and jonquils came up this
spring."' she said.
"We're leaving this summer.'" she said. "and we need someone
else to take care of it. I'm trying to lind some reasonable character."

Bikinis

FINE CUSTOM FRAMING
METAL SECTION/PLASTIC FRAMES
2510 CENTRAL AVE. 266 ·3211
ACROSS FROM JOHNSON GYM
3600 4th ST. N. W.
344-5002

:Then you haven't found . . .

:

i C~~t\Fo'~ fij);~z. ~

Ga~r~

~

in town
(mention the lobo and receive a free

Belt Buckles

Everything's Budwieser,
with a taste of Michelob.
2920 Central SE-262-1041
(Across from the Triangle)
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& Cantemparey Perfarmanc:e
Ensemble

Sat.

Nir:~ht::

Rthan Hallan; Tablets; alsa
.lim Paul & Chris Despaplis

April t!l & 2D
.Jahn Stewart
Servin'd

PIZZA

The greatest pizza & best sandwiches

e lab•'es

Nir:~ht:

(master mataic:ian]

:

c7tew S'orll8f9k! ~•1.

••GREAT
ESCAPE11
Michel Rnthany,

~
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'ree·Shirts

I

COMMERCIAL/ FINE ART SUPPLY
RUB·ON TRANSFER LETTERING
AIR BRUSHES/ SILK SCREEN/
SIGN SUPPLIES/POSTER BOARD
STENCILING MATERIALS/CLAY/
WOOD CARVING TOOLS/CRAFT/
MACRAME/CANDLE SUPPLIES
DRAFTING SUPPLIL=S AND PAPERS

Fri.

Has your search
for good food at
reasonable prices
-turned up short?

:

Ski Hats

.i

ART SUPPLY

'•

Hammocks

0

Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints

oofers

Bar Glasses

I

8:00 am-10:00 am

Ieee

LANG ELLS

ASUNM's New Caffee Hause
Dpen 7-!2 pm Fri. & Sat.

jonquil~.
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•c·cessones
Bar,... ·

Pattern" by Victor Canning;
"Amigo, Amigo" bY Francis
Clifford;" An Unsuitable Job for a
Woman" by P. D. James, and
"Dear Laura" by Jean Stubbs.

Cam•ta
the

Of the J.obo SI•IT

A second-year mctlical student
from the UNM School of Medicine. Slmron Phelan. has· been
elected to a regional office of the
Student
American
Medical
Associntion (SAMAJ.
The region inclutlcs New
Mexico.
Texas.
Okluhonw.
Arilona. lltuh and Colorado. Miss
Phelan was elected altcrnutc
regional lru.~tcc tluring a recent
meeting in Dallas.
Representing the UN M Medical
School :11 the
were li.wr

York, where the MWA holds its
annual banquet. "Dance Hall of
the Dead" is published by Harper
and Row.
Other finalists are "Rainbow

Mcxll'o,

Neglected Flowers
Receive Care

Barbara Simmons (right): Neither this body nor
ASUNM senate has no authority on this matter. Ron
Zonner (left).

Apostles & Prophets
Today?

l_"""'"""""'"""'-~
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A novel by a UNM journalism
professor bas been named one of
five finalists for the annual
"Edgar" award, made annually by
the Mystery Writers of America,
"Dance Hall of the Dead" by
Tony Hillerman, chairman of
UNM journalism department, is
the second of his books to be an
"Edgar" finalist. The first was
"Fly on the Wall" in 1972.
The winning selection will be
announced May 3 at the
Waldorf-Astoria Hotel in New

I
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Herb Smith
Takes "Gamble"
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Hillerman Book Up For Award

SUB Raam t!l!l

drink with your purchase.)
,

106-B CORNELL, S.E.
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REAR ENTRANCE
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268-2300
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PIRG Begins Tax Petition Drive
By GEORGE JOHNSON

or

the Lobo Staff

Kathy Taylor and John Liebendorfer two
interim co·chairmen of the recently-formed New
Mexico Public Interest Research Group, announced
the beginning of a massive petitioning drive at a
midday press conference yesterday.
The purpose of the drive is to get 12,000
signatures supporting a two dollar per semester
voluntary tax that will go to fund NMPIRG, a
non•profit corporation dedic11ted to public interest
research and action.
The group is modeled after PIRGs now operating
on 95 campuses in the U.S.
·
If enough signatures are obtained, Taylor said,
NMPIRG will approach the Regents to ask for
permission to initiate the two dollar tax.
Money from the tax-which could amount to
$80,000 a year-will be used to hire a professional
full·time staff, Taylor said NMPIRG would hire
lawyers, engineers, social and natural scientists, or
whatever kind of expertise the group needs to
undertake projects,
Projects, Taylor said, would be decided on by a
student board of directors elected by the students
at large. The board woutd' direct the professionals
telling them what work they wanted to be done:

"

By JEFF LEE

This is the first half of a report
on the recently-completed study
of Albuquerque's air pollution
problem..
For at least two years and
p o s s i b I y m u c h 1on g e r,
Albuquerque citizens will be
•breathing air that does not meet
the national. ambient air standards
established by the Clean Air Act
Amendments of 1970.
These standards were created
"to protect the public health and
welfare !rom the known effects of
air pollutants."
In parts of Albuquerque the
amount of carbon monoxide in
the air is 61 per cent above these
standards.
Throughout the entire city the
level of photochemical oxidents in
the air is 36 per cent over the
federal standards.
THIS INFORMATION is
contained in the first phase of a
$25,000 study compiled by TRW
Inc. for the Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA).
June 31, 1975 is the date for
compliance with the federal
standards, but that deadline will
not be met for several reasons:
1. The TRW study indicates
that most of the hardware
recommended in the report will
·not be availabl.e before 1976.
2. Both the city and county
commissions have said there will
be no funding available to

implement the strategies proposed
in the study.
3, Part of the second phase of
the study, which contains
strategies for meeting the federal
standards, was delivered to the
city only two weeks ago-three
months late-so no bid for funds
was made when this year's state
legislature was in session.
4. The Nixon Administration
recently proposed legislation
which would give the EPA
authority to postpone air-standard
deadlines for five years in cities
where con trois would cause
"serious disruption." Part of the
same legislative package would
allow 1975 auto emission
standards to continue through
1976 and 1977 model years.
Phase one of the TRW study
states that approximately 96 per
cent of the carbon monoxide
(CO), and photochemical oxidants
(Ox), in Albuquerque's air comes
from motor vehicles and that
almost 96 per cent of that total
comes from light duty
vehicles-cars.
THE REPORT RECORDS the
recent growth in city traffic, In
1969 the number of miles traveled
by vehicles in the city increased
almost 7 per cent over the
previous year. In 1970, the
increase was 10.2 per cent. In
1971 it was 10.6 per cent, ana the
1972 figure was 13.6 per cent.
The estimate of annual average
daily miles traveled by vehicles in

A I bu querque in 197 3 was
5,100,000. The projection for
1975 is 6, 700,000.
The study concluded, "The
emission totals for both carbon
monoxide and hydrocarbons both
indicate that the FMVCP (Federal
Motor Vehicle Control Program
for newly produced cars) and
state regulations alone will not be
sufficient to enable the region to
meet ainbient standards for CO
and Ox in 1975. On the contrary,
the emission totals show that both
carbon monoxide and
hydrocarbon emission totals will
show an increase in 1975 unless
further controls are applied."
The intent of the recently
completed second phase of the
report is to "arrive at a strategy of
reasonably implementable
measures with a minimum of
socioeconomic disruption."
THE STUDY STATES that the
oxident problem is the result of
the interaction of hydrocarbons
and nitrogen oxides with sunlight,
and that its control requires a
reduction of hydrocarbon
emissions throughout-the city.
It says that the carbon
monoxide problem is limited to
locations where emissions are
intense, and the strategy for
reducing oxidants will also cause
significant decreases in CO levels
so that the CO strategy need only
be "site-specific."
The Ox strategy calls for:
-Retrofitting cars with anti

1

pollution devices.
, -Fa.cilities for. tbe annual
mspect1o.n and mamtenance of
such equ1p~ent.
.
-The mstallat10n of vapor
reco.very equipment at retail
gasolme ou~lets.
-ExpansiOn of the bu~ system.
-Asystemof?arpoohng,
-Imple!Y'entatlon of the Ad
Hoc . BIkeway AdvisorY
Comm1ttee plan.
For pre-1968 vehicles, the
study s~ggests insta~lation of air
bl~ed mtake mamfolds. These
umts cost $60 each but are said to
save an average of almost $14 a
year by improving gas mileage.
The retrofitting of post-1967
vehicles with . high-altitude
modification units, which cost
about $20 each, is also
recommended.

(Continued on page 5)

120 Yale S.E.
Hours 10-10
starting April1

Career Opportunities in New Mexico

12:30 p.m.

LEATHER

GOODS
266·8383

April 1-5, Room 1 24, The School of Business and Administrative Sciences
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By CHARLES A~DR_EWS

the concert hall and the promotel',
"The gt'<1UP carries some eight
The
reasons
for
the
cancellation
tons
of equipment together with
0
of the Deep Purple/ Savoy three 25-foot hydraulic lighting
'8
Brown/Tucky Bu:~:zard ~oncert towers.. The weight requires 60
..:l
I» sch~dul~d for Tuesday mg~t 111
square mches of floor space to
~ Umvers1ty Arena are not as s1mple have adequate security on the
Q
~nd clear as t~e official statements stage,
ISSUed that night would indicate.
"If injury to the artists and the
8
·;:;
As reported in yesterday's audience was to be avoided it was
LOBO, Tom Hogg, assistan_t !o.the the opinion of .the road crew that
~ dean
of stud_ent act1V1t1es, the stage secur1ty was completely
announce.d 111 a recorded inadequate. It was for this reason
statement aired on Albuquerque that this concert was cancelled.
~ radio stations Tuesday night that
•' Many thousands of people
§l, the show was cancelled because were disappointed but Deep
&! the stage was "considered by all Purple too was disappointed and
to be unsafe."
had thoroughly enjoyed their two
Anthony Edwards, Deep days previous in Albuquerque
Purple's manager, called the until the concert. The group is
LOBO late that night and made .equally disappointed for
this statement:
themselves and the audience."
"Whilst Deep Pu_~Cple and their
H o gg an d Po p u Ia r
10-man road crew carry their own Entertainment Committee (PEC)
sound system and lighting towers, Acting Chairpe1·son Janice Michael
the stage is the responsibility of said the stage was virtually the
I.obo Arts. & Medm Ed1tor
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same one used for all past big
concerts, and said Deep Purpk
rejected their offers to reinforce
the stage to suit the band.
"Gary Disco of D_isco Display
House (who have bu1lt stages fo1·
the last four big UNM concerts),
told me that was the same stage
Emet·son, Lalte, & Palmer used,"
said Hogg, "except that shorter
nails were used this. time, and
maybe that was a m1stake. But
:fes used the same st~,ge three

we"'ks ago, short nails and all, and
found it totally satisfactory,"
Michael said "Dick Mann (head
of the local set·up crew) told me
there wasn't anything different or
wrong about that stage, and he's
seen evel"Y one we've had here for
at least tlll'ee years.
"A lot of se~·eaming and yelling
was going on, and one of them
was waviJ~g a broken two· by-four
thai he sa1d came from the stage. I
saw him set that board up on the

floor and then jump off the stage
011 to it to break it."
Hogg added, "I was taken to a
corner of the stage to be shown
how weak it was, and it did give a
little. But the promoter's advance
man said he saw him jumping up
and down on that spot for five
minutes before he took me over
there."
Hogg said no one representing
the band showed up for the

(colltinued on page 12)
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Albuquerque Air
The air bleed intake manifold is
said by the report to reduce
hydrocarbons by 21 per cent and
carbon monoxide emissions by 58
per cent. Equivalent figures for
the high altitude device are 22 and
27 per cent.
THESE DEVICES ARE
supposed to reduce the Ox level
by 7.5 per cent in 1975, but the
study notes that niether of the
devices are likely to be available
before 1976.
The Ox strategy also calls for
an annual idle test for all gasoline
powered motor vehicles.
According to the study, it would
cost $337,000 to provide test
facilities and $2,771,800 each
year to operate them.
The test is projected to reduce
the Ox level by 6.6 per cent in
1975, although the report again
states that it is "very unlikely"
the hardware will be installed by
1975.
The Joss of hydrocarbons
during the filling of underground
tanks at service stations
contributes to the level of
oxidants in the air. Equipping
Albuquerque's 631 service
stations with vapor recovery
equipment is part of the Ox
strategy.
The cost of such equipment is
put at $4,016,300. It is estimated
that its installation would cut
hydrocarbon emissions by 17.1

per cent in 1975, but the
installation of this equi)>mt>nt by
that date is also doubtful.
In addition to the installation
of vapor recovery equipment in
gas stations, anti-pollution devices
on cars and the creation of vehicle
inspection and maintenance
facilities, a 14.8 per cent decrease
in the number of miles traveled by
cars each day in the city will be
necessary in order to meet federal
standards, the report says.
"The development of specific
transportation system
improvements and VMT (Vehicle
Miles Traveled) reduction control
measures requires additional study
and coordination beyond the
scope of this project," the report
states, but it discusses the
improvement of bus service, the
use of car pools and Ute creation
of bikeways.

HIKING &
BACKPACKING
Specialists Since
1967

'\~~~~~~f::J

1031 San Mateo S. E. 256·91 90
JOIN OUR CO·OP AND SAVE.
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101 Cornell IE

School of Business and Administrative Sciences,
Graduate Association of Business Students
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Reports Differ On Arena's Stage Set-·up

Our Officer Selection Officers are looking for a few good college menmaybe 3 out of 100-who will make good Marine officers. If you're one of
them, we'll give you a chance to prove it during summer training at Quan~
tico, Virginia.
Our program is Platoon Leaders Class, PLC. With ground, air and law
options. You might even qualify for up to $2,700 to help you through college.
But if money is all you're looking for, don't waste your time.
The challenge is leadership. If you want it, work for it. If you've got it,
show us. It's one hell of a challenge. But we're looking for one hell of a man.

DB'S

Friday Only

Fn"d ay, Apn'I 5, g:3·0 a.m.

Kns
Knstone~n

CIVIC AUDITORIUM
FRIDAY, APRIL 5, 1974·7:30 PM
LIMITED SEATING

ROACH RANCH
WEST

Interested in living and working in New Mexico? We ·have some
suggestions.
Come to a Career Expo of opportunities in business and management in
New Mexico.
The second annual Career Expo, a week·long informational session
hosted by select businessmen and public sector managers who know New
Mexico, will be held Aj:iril 1·5 in room 124 of the School of Business and
Administrative Sciences.
No preregistration is required. You may attend one session or many.
Career Expos is open to everyone who wants to know what opportunities
there are to stay in New Mexico and find a career in New Mexico.

..;:

(Continued from page 4)

Albq. Air To Stay Substandard
Of the Lobo Staff

.....
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have to have a steady source of income," s~e said.
Liebendorfer, also at the co~ference, said that
other PIRGs report that about f1ve per cent of the
student bodies ask for.t~': refu1~d.
. .
·
"This will o!'lr, b~ inttlated If t~e majonty of the
students want 1t, L1ebendorfer .said.
Besides ~eing funded and d1~e~ted b,Y students,
stu~ents w1ll be able. to partiCipate m research
projects for school.c~ed1t.
. .
,
.. "This is what cbmcal education IS about, Taylor
sa1d.
ld
k
Under the NMPIRG plan s~udents wou y-ror
with professors on rese~rch project~ that b.enef1t the
community. People m~erested m pr~Jects ~an
present propos!lls to the d1rectors for poss1ble act1on
by the professional staff, or the¥ _ca!l ~nd.ertake the
project themselves, under .PIRGs JUriS~Ictwn.
"Now students ~o proJ~cts and ","''i~e papers but
the papers end up 111 the mstructor s fll~, NMPIRG
will be a way to put and en:d to th1~ dead-end
system of ed~cation," Taylor sa1d._ She sa1d students
would work 111 all phases of, opera.t1on.
. .
She said PIRG wouldn t dec1de_ s~eclflc!l~ly .on
projects now because they need to fm!sh petltwnmg
first and elect permanent off1cers. Taylor,
Liebendorfer and Chris Perry are temporary
chairpersons.
(Continued on page 9)

Anyone can recommend projects to the board, she
said.
.
According to information passed out by the
group, NMPIRG could concern itself with such
things as improving emJ?loyment opportu!lities f<?r
women, Ch1canos, Ind1ans and blacks m media
institutions in New Mexico, and inves•igating the
proposed nuclear was~. disposal sites near Carlsb~d
and plans for coal gas1f1cat1on plants on the NavaJo
reservation. .
. ..
.
. .
Other poss1ble act1v1tles are mvestJgatmg the
eutrophication of Eleph11nt Butte lake and deceptive
advertising by land development firms.
"The .professional staff is hired, directed and
controlled by a student board of directo~s," she sa~d
in a speech released to the press. "The d1rectors will
be elected in open, democratic elections."
The elections will be held April 26.
Taylor said the two dollar tax is voluntary
because students not wishing to pay it can obtain a
refl;lnd. ~uring the third week of the semester for
wh1ch 1t IS charged.
.
She said that the tax will be charged
automatically to students as this will guarantee a
steady funding base,
.
"A steady funding base is vital to hire a
professional staff. To guarantee full time pay we
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Box 38901
Los Angeles, California 90038
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Please send me information on
Marine Corps Platoon Leaders
Class. (Please Print)

"&/

Name
Address
City
School

Age
..State .:

Zip _ _ _ __
Class of

Phone
Social Security #
If you are a senior, check here for information on Officer Candidates Class
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EVERY TIME THE PHONE RINGS, MY HUSBAND •• •'

One More Time
Well, folks, the organizations that are collectively
known to students at this university as "Student
Government" have struck again. As if elections of
student representatives, the 20 of whom are entrusted
with the allocation and disbursement of some $250,000
a year of our money, isn't already the product of the
work of a miniscule portion of the student body, an
even fewer number have chosen to delay the election
that would have given the students the right to elect
another group of representatives, approve or disapprove
a budget that was prepared by those elected .gfficials,
and vote on amendments to the ASUNM Constitution.

..

Barbara Simmons, Chief Justice of the Student Court,
issued an injunction against yesterday's election only
two hours before the polls were supposed to open, thus
causing a series of legal arguments that could have
far-reaching consequences long ,after the budget
questions have been resolved. But in the election she
delayed, there were provisions that could have made her
actions impossible.
Incidences like this one are becoming commonplace
in UNM elections, and they are also becoming a
headache. If student government is going to gain any
kind of respect or viability on this campus, this kind of
last-minute..maneuvering has got to stop. But then, who
said student government ever had any respect of
viability with the students? If it does, it sure is keeping
it well hidden.

Feels Anti-ASUNM Position Positive
If someone asked you for $12,
what would you do? Would you
ask him what he was going to do
with it? Basically. this is what
Student Council ... excuse
me ... ASUNM does except for
one very important difference.
The money is not asked for, but it
is forcibly taken from each and
every one of us.
The age of majority in New
Mexico is 18. I dare say that the
median age at UNM is at least
that. Regard less, the powers that
be (the Regents, Heady, etc.)
extort the ASUNM fee from us.

I urge all persons who feel they
can run their own lives to vote
against ASUNM in what I feel are
effective ways. Passing no value
judgments on any of the programs
represented. Vote against the
• budget. And vote for Gary the
Clown and Dick Kelleher. Both
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have stated that they will not
serve if elected. If this happens,
perhaps some positive action
towards the end of ASUNM and
recognition of the humanity and
capability of the students at this
university will be realized.
In my four years here as an
off-and-on student, I have seen an

endless procession of self-seeking,
pseudo-bureaucrats playing
politics with my money. I have
never liked it. I say that this is not
apathy. It is rather my desire to
rule my own life. I hope others
who feel this way will realize that
theirs is a positive attitude.
larry Stutz

A Free Mind Before Revolution
There's a revolution going on.
"Alpha," whose excellent letter
appeared in last Friday's LOBO
(March 29) will be interested to
hear this. It's a bloodless
revolution; step out into the
streets and you probably won't
hear it. You rarely catch a glimpse
of it, it would be difficult to film;
it's almost as hard to put into
words.
But it's out there, and if
"Alpha" could take the scowl
from his face and the fear and
anger from his heart, he would see
it. I see people helping people
every day. All colors, all walks of
life, people interact, help each
other, hurt each other, live, and
die. I can see as well as anyone
that the social conditions in this
country are not as they could
(should) be, but to assert that
"There is no brotherhood
(sisterhood) in this country"
defies reality. It seems one would
have to be locked in a closet his
entire lifetime to make such a
statement.
He (Alpha) asks, "Where has all
the_ freedom gone?" I don't know
about his, but mine hasn't gone
anywhere. It's with me now as I
write these words. Everytime I
cl irnb on my · motorcycle, it's
there with me. Even during the
bullshit work routine, even sitting
in a hot, boring classroom looking
out onto a beautifu I spring day,
it's right there. No militant
church, no passive bureaucracies,
no computer, no man on earth
will ever deny my freedom.
"Alpha's'' letter left me with
the impression that he feels like

he doesn't deserve the little bit of
freedom he does have. He hasn't
fought for it, he hasn't raised a
sword against the multinational
corporations, the Puritan ethics,
and whatever else is holding him
down.
But as I recall, this country was
founded on the principle of
personal freedom. There was even
a real revolution with real blood
to realize that cont:ept. (Some
difference from the movie "Z''
which prompted "Alpha's"
letter.) If my sources are correct,
there have been several occasions
since then when blood was spilt to
protect that belief.
"Alpha" touched on what I'm
saying when he stated that "Nikos
Kazantzak is free because he
fought for freedom, because he
fought for another generation, for
his sons and grandsons." I
couldn't agree more. And using
this reasoning, let me say that I'm
free because my grandfather (and
countless others) died fighting for
my freedom, our freedom, and I
would do the same should the
(real) situat.ion arise.
I am free to say what I want, go
where I feel, spend the bulk of my
money as I see necessary, and to
associate with whom I want. It's
an actua I freedom, but just as
importantly, it's a freedom which
exists in my mind. I believe it's an
actual freedom for "Alpha," as
well, but his problem is that he
hasn't set his mind in tune to it.
You say you want a revolution?
You'd better free your mind
instead.
David Rankin

Pat And Dick Owe $4 76,431 In Back Taxes
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President N•~on$ and4 ~is ":V'f~ Pa~
4_76,
•n ac
0 owe at leas
federal
taxes1972-the
and mterestperiod
for 1969
through
of
Nixon's first term in the White
~
· t
House-the sta f f o r· t I1e J. om
.
I t
I R
1=1
Com~lttee
on,. dn edrnWa d evednue
Taxation
cone
u
e
e nes ay.
8
R
W'lb D M'll D-Ark
V iceep~halr.:n 'or \l:~ group''
•'
emphasized that the report d•d
'I
fl
t
th
·
t
no necessan y re ec
e v1ews o f
the committee itself. But he
expressed 'l10pe that if the
~
committee does take a position,
the President will abide by it.
The 7 84-page report approved
9 t 0 1 stressed 'that the
committe~ drew 110 conclusions as
to "whether there was or whether
there was not fraud or negligence
involved in any aspect" of the
returns, either on the part of the
President or nis personal
representatives.
"The staff believes that it
,WOUld be inappropriate to
consider such matters in view of
the fact that the House Judiciary
Committee presently has before it
an impeachment investigation
relating to the President ..• " the
report said.
It also said members of the
committee, which undertook the
tax study at Nixon's request in
December, may have to pass
judgment on impeachment and so
''would not want to have
pre-judged an issue whicll might
be brought before any such
proceedings."
The lone dissenter to making
the report public was said to have
been Sen. Carl T. Curtis, R-Neb.
Commenting on the findings,
Mills
said,
"I abide
wouldby hope
he
(Nixon)
would
whatever
the committee decides. We have
no way of forcing him to pay
anything. We can only say what
we think he owes."
But Mills, who previously
predicted the results would hurt
Nixon with the public more than
anything that has come out of
Watergate, said he wants the staff
to explain some of its reasoning
before he or the committee will
endorse it.
As for Nixon, the congressman
said, "The President said in
December that he would abide by
the judgment of the committee.
Whatever the judgment of the
committee 1s has yet "to be
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determined This is not to be
taken to m~an an bod from the
comm'ttee
endors~s th~ report at
th' t' 1 ,
ISThe•me.
sta ff report recommen de d
that the Ni xons be assessed
$444•022 1·n back taxes for 1969
through 1972 plus interest of
$32 409 for l!no through 1972
•
·
It recommended no interest for
1969 since the statute of
I'lml'tat'•ons has expire
· d on th a t
year · The
report
added
. .
' however •
that the mterest for that year
would be $40,~32 if Nixon chose
to pay vo~un~nly.
Thus, •f NIXOll agreed to pay
t h e r e c o m m en d e d
assessment-which the I11ternal
Revenue Service. wo;dd have
collected-he and h1s w1fe wou~d
owe the gover~ment $517,203 m
ba~~ taxes and.mterest.
.
. The staff, many .case, behev~s
!t should be emphasized. that th•s
IS a report only. It 1s not a
demand for payment of taxes.

° · -·

Archives of his Vice Presidential
-Nixon's deduction of $91,452
papers ''should . not , .. be for depreciation of i~1e We~ tern
allowed" because 1l was made ''Vhite House and certam furn1ture
after the July 25, 1969, deadline pmchased for it were "not pl'Oper
set. by
Congress . for which business expenses"
and should not
.
d
claumng_such deduct1.9~1s._ ___ __ be allowe__ :_ ~--- ... --------·-·--·
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Study in Spain
uNM C red rt· (3-9 h rs )
June 17-July 25

1
1 The

University of New
!Mexico is sponsoring a sum·
1mer session in Madrid, Spain
.this summer,
I Courses offered are Iberian
"•"History to 1700, Spanish Civili·
lzation, History of Spanish
!Overseas
Expansion,
Ad·
iva need
Composition am
!Conversation, Undergraduatl
···Readings, and Graduate Prob
1
:ems.
£ A preference is grantl'<i
UNM Stu d ents 1JUt any stu·
ldent may apply. Applirant
must know Spanish. Normal!}•
four semesters of college leve
Spanish or nativcability ar<J
ronsidered necessary for sucj
cessful participation.
j
A suggested Iota I budget or
$1000 includes $115 tuition-:1
plus travel, room and board.~
The figure will vary with incli·
vidual preferences in transpor·
tat ion, lodging, etc.
Interested persons shoutd"
contact the office of lnternational Programs and Services
on camous at1717 Roma NE.
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Featuring

ERDENERN HERRENBERG WINES
From Germany & matched
with great cheeses.

DO SOMETHING ABOUT IT--TONIGHT!
Quit worrying and do something about it.
Your slow reading problem can be solved.
Permanently. Tonight we'll show you how,
and teach you how to read up to twice as fast
in the process. Free. No obligation. No hassle.
(Twice as fast is easy. Our average graduate
reads over 5 times faster with better understanding.) You'll be surprised how fast you can
read after only one hour. And what you
learn tonight you can begin using immediately
to catch up on your reading. Quit being
a slow reader!

DON'T KEEP PUTTING IT OFF!
The load will only get worse, and the time
shorter. Do something about the way you
read tonight.
TOO GOOD TO BE TRUE?
Our half-a-million graduates know it works.
We want to prove it to you. And the best way
is to give you a free sample. You'll leave
reading up to twice as fast after the free
lesson. Forever. Just for coming. So do yourself
a favor. You've got nothing to lose and
everything to gain.

NEED TO READ FASTER?
COME 'f'O A FREE SPEED READING
LESSON TONIGHT,
6:30 or 8:00 P.M.
Room231-D
Student Union Building
UNMCampus

This Fri. 3-6, Sat. 1-6
Western Wine & Liquor
35 Winrock Center
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RIVING 4 WINB &
CRBBSB TASTING!
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Any tax payment is a matter for
consideration by the taxpayer and
the Internal Revenue Service," the
report said.
Despite
December
· . Nixon's
·
.
ple~~e to al:lld~ by ~ny comm•ttee
deca$10n,
Tu d
dpresidential
I' d • spokesme11
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~ Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics
Call 266-7322 for Information/Student Plan
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R Scope Of ffiexicQn RmericQn History
By PROF. TOBIAS DURAN
ForcigiZCI's In Their Natiua Land: Historical Roots Of the
.lle.\'ican Americans.
Edited by David J. Weber. Albuquerque; University of
New Mexico Press, 1973. Pp. vii, 288. Index, illus.
l\1oot students of Chicano history know there is a
paucily of 'good printed litet·ature on the subject. The
edilm of this anthology points out in his introductory
es,ay that "the surface of Mexican American history, of
course, has hardly been
scratched." For a variety
of reasons the history of
Chicanos, relatively
speaking, has not been
fully explored. Partly
because of Chicano
\ \ activism on college
. • ·..../· · •
campuses and elsewhere
'·--"there is today an
, ,,"·' ·~-....'~,;1 ;J,: ." • , ' ' increasing interest in this

j""l

·!:' : \~,., .. h ~n;g~P-he~~~of!~~~rus ;;~~~

II.. \
• ..._
• · ./
· Ruiz points out in the
forward that younger Mexican Americans "entering
colleges and universities in increasing numbers and
frt•qut!ntly joining the Chicano movement, which
p1·eaches the importance of self-awareness and pride in
baclq(t'ound, demand,ed comses that explored their own
hi,tor~·." Weber acknowledges this in some fashion as he
thank., people like Juan Gomez-Quinones, and others

who declare themselves as Chicanos for their help in this
effort.
The volume includes a ten-page general introduction
plus introductory remarks before the selections. There
are fifty selections divided into five sections. '!'he first
selection was written in 1595 and the last in the first
two decades of the twentieth century, The author's
introduction is largely based on recent writings by
Chicanos. He attempts to define the scope of Mexican
American history and relies on insights by Chicano
historians Jesus Chavarria and Juan Gomez-Quinones.
The essays and sources focus on the nineteenth century
because as Professor Chavarria has pointed out "the
nineteenth century is the crucible for the Chicano in the
Southwest." Forty of the fifty selections were written
by Spanish surname people.
The themes of the documents include religion, land
grants, culture clashes, the rights of citizens, resistance,
violence and others. The bulk of the material focuses on
conflict. In the early 1800's foreigners moved into
Spain's northern frontier. In Texas Stephen Austin and
other empresarios were allowed to settle. Within a few
years Texans-including some Mexicans like Lorenzo de
Zavala-fought against the rest of Mexico and declared,
themselves independent. In 1828, just prior to the
outbreak of rebellion, General Mier y Teran reported to
the Mexican Government that unless certain strong
measures were taken Texas would be lost. Antonio
Lopez de Santa Anna in 1837 presented his side of the

Tyson Recites Poetry
To Popejoy Crowd
By J'ERAL RAINWATER
Of the Lobo Staff
Cicely Tyson, the attractive
female lead in ''Sounder" and an
academy award nominee for best
actress, recited poetry and spoke
of Black pride, hope and
oppression before a small crowd
in Popejoy Hall last night.
Miss Tyson began with a
question and answer session which
dealt mainly with her life,
background, entry into the movie
industry, and her general feelings
on life and times. When asked
about how she was selected for
thl' role of Jane Pittman, she
replied, "I picked up the book
while shopping in a book store
and was intrigued by the face of
thl' · woman -on the cover. While
filming "Sounder" the director
k1ww I he author of the book, and
co inei den tally had considered
making it into a movie. He asked
m~· addce, invited me lo meet the
author.
.\s .' result, the decision was
m ... :,•. • film the stOl'y, but Tyson
d! .,, ·•d that she had the lead
lh 'm·
anoth<'r party before it
It;• • 1' •·n officially announced.
\'if,, n ...,ked about her reaction to
winnin~ the leading role, she

replied, ''I was ecstatic, and
absolutely paralyzed for four
days. The biggest difficulty in the
role was the age span in the
woman's life, which in the story
was 19 to 11 0 years."
Tyson first got her start in
show business when her hair
dresser asked her to be in a show
for him. From there she became a
model. Throughmodeling she met
Evelyn Davis, a black, female,
character actress who became
in teres ted in her talents and
arranged a reading for her in front
of a film director. "I got the job,"
said Tyson,· "but the director
never raised sufficient money to
produced the film, and the movie
was never made." But the
experience, led to other contacts
in the profession, and subsequent
parts which started her on the
road to stardom.
"The ()riginal casting office I
had any luck in was all black and

NOTICE!
UNM Student Publications Board
is now accepting applications
for

New Mexico Daily Lobo Editor
Term to expire Sem 11974-75

Thunderbird Editor
Term to expire Sem II 1974-75
Applicants must be members of
ASUNM. Applications may be picked
up in Jour 205 8:30 am-4:30 pm. Deadline is noon, April 5, 1974. Selections
will be made April10, 1974.
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events that took place at the Alamo on March 6, 1836. ll
"Remember the Alamo" and other cries have rung in the
ears of many people, generally serving to express one
side of the events.
.,I:'
In New Mexico the U.S.A. arrived officially in August =:
of 1846. Intermediaries like Donaciano Vigil and Juan
Bautista Vigil y Alarid cooperated with the newcomers.
A few months later, however, rebellion broke out in .o
Taos, Mora and other areas. In northern California the
subordination of Mexicanos and Californios came
quickly and effectively.
Since the conquest, resistance has been 'a way of life ! "
for many Mexicanos throughout the borderlands. ....
Tiburcio Vasquez and Joaquin Murrieta in California,
Juan Cortina in Texas, and in New Mexico Las Gorras ""'
Blancas, La Mano Negra, and others engaged in some of
the activities. Resistance, however, has taken many
forms. Newspapers, political parties and other
organizations have tried different tactics and strategy.
Repression has been the other side of the coin.
Vigilante groups, the Texas Rangers, law and order
groups, and some police departments have all
contributed in varying degrees to the repression.
Weber's selections for the most part fit together fairly
well. Most are written by Mexicanos/Spaniards/Meztizos
and bring history to life. His chapter notes and
bibliographic essay add to the value of the volume.
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Kris Kristofferson
included such personalities as
James Q, Jones, Godfrey
Cambridge, and Louis Gossett
who were all starting out like i
was. This was in 1961," she
explained with a smile.
"If I had my way I'd work with
all of my close friends, but that
would really get into a bad rut."
She said that she enjoyed working
with George C. Scott and Paul
Winfield.

Pop County and Western
singer-songwriter Kris
Kristofferson will appear at the
Civic Center Friday night at 7 ;30
p.m. Tickets are $6 for a seat on
the floor and $5 anywhere else.

PIRG Begins Tax P~tition Drive
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(continued from page 4)
The _group_ will not overlap functions of other groups such as
Central Clearmghouse and Common Cause she said in answer to a
question from Lloyd Covens of KRST.
'
"Ri~ht .now the~e is too much to cover," she said. She said that
PIRG IS dtfferent m that other groups interested in consumer and
environmental protection don't have the funding base NMPIRG
will have.
"R~thet than overlapping we will be stepping in to fill a gap,"
she sa1d.
.
'!'~Je press c~!lfe~ence ~alloWed a meeting Tuesday night in
wh1ch the pet1t10nmg dr1ve was organized. NMPIRG has been
organizin~ since early February when Ralph Nader spoke at UNM
encouragmg students to start such a group. At a meeting after
Nader's speech about thirty students began organizing an effort
to become chartered as a university group before beginning- the
publicity and petitioning campaign.
•
The group has obtained chartered status. But this will· only last
until the petitioning drive is over, Liebendorfer said. Then the
group will request funding from the Regents.
"'!'he group will not be officially connected with UNM," Peter
Montague, the faculty adviser, said at the meeting Tuesday night.
"UNM will just be the collection agency," he said, "We will be
independent of ASUNM and the Regents."
·
Montague said that NMPIRG will operate like the health
service operates.
"'!'he university will collect money from students for a
worthwhile service. In our case the service will be researching
community problems and effecting change.
Liebendorfer compared the funding system to that used by
ASUNM and the athletic department. Students are charged
mandatory athletic and activity fees every semester.
"But our fee will be refundable," Liebendorfer said.
At the meeting Montague said he was disappointed by the
turnout.
"Our first objective has to be to get more students involved,"
he said. "We have plenty of money for a big advertising
campaign," he said. "We want to get 12,000 signatures on
petitions so the Regents can't say no."
After the meeting Liebendorfer said sixty people attended and
nearly all of them agreed to work for PIRG.
"But we need more people," Taylor said. "Right now we are
manning four petitioning tables. We want to man 20."
"'I'he potential for this group is tremendous," Montague said.
"What we are talking about is $80,000 controlled by people who
care.
"Sometimes I think this society has gotten so rotten that
everybody has given up," he said. "These are precisely the
conditions under which the ugly people come into power,
".NMPIRG can
students interested in the community. It can

•

be a focus for making yom academic life much more real. The ·
information you gather in classes can be plugged in to
PIRG instead of ending up on the professor's desk where he
writes a note on the bottom to show you that he's read it."
Montague said that PIRG groups research problems, then work
for solutions by disseminating information, lobbying ill legislative
bodies, and initiating legal action .
":Su t we can't do any of this if the petitioning drive fails,"
Montague said. He said that people interested in petitioning or
working with publicity and speaking should contact the PIRG
office at 2026 Mesa Vista, 277 ·27 38.
The next PIRG meeting is Sunday at 7;30 p.m. in the Kiva.
ob~cure

Office Sponsors Flea Market
The ·office of Research and
Consumer Affairs will sponsor a
Flea Market on the Mall,
Wednesday, April 17. '!'he purpose
of the flea market is to enable
student consumers to do some
selling of their own and to
acquaint them with the ASUNM
Consumer Affairs Office.
Students who would like to sell
something may contact Consumer
Affairs at 27 7·5605 or come into
Room 248 of the Student Union

Building. There will be a limited
number of tables, so people are
urged to apply early. '01e deadline
for application is April 10.
A 50 cent fee will be charged
for day-long rental of table and
chairs.
,
The 0 ffi ce of Research and
Consumer Affairs also invites
students to "come in any time, no
matter what the problem. If we
can't help you, we will refer you
to someone who will."

Prescriptions filled
Lenses replace

265-3668 265-3667

~·e·

ENTER t
This is your key 1o unprecedented calculating
capacity. Only Hewlett-Packard offers it
It lets you "speak" to your calculator with total consistency, because
it lets you load data into a 4-Register Stack. This means: ( 1) you always
enter and process your data the same way, no matter what your problem;
{2) you don't have to re-enter data; {3) you can see all intermediate data
anytime.
Our HP-45 is one of two pre-programmed scientific pocket-sized
computer calculators with this key. That's one reason it's the most pow·
erful pre-programmed pocket-sized scientific computer calculator. Here
are three of many others:
1. It's pre-programmed to handle 44 arithmetic, trigonometric and
logarithmic functions and data manipulation operations beyond the
basic four(+,-, x, -<-).
2. It lets you store nine constants in its nine Addressable Memory
Registers, and it gives you a "Last X" Register for error correction or
multiple operations on the same number.
3. It displays up to 10 significant digits in either fixed-decimal or
scientific notation and automatically positions the decimal point through·
out its 200·decade range.
Our HP-35 is the other.lt handles 22 functions, has one Addressable
Memory Register and also displays up to 10 digits in either fixed-decimal
or scientific notation. It's the second most powerful pre-programmt'd
pocket-sized scientific computer calculator.
Both of these exceptional instruments are on display now. If you're
looking for unprecedented calculating capacity for your money, by all
means see and test them.

There's no easy way for Charlie Nelson to become Dr. Nelson.
But there is a way to make it somewhat easier.
Our way. The Armed Forces Health Professions
Scholarship Program. It won't soften the demands
of your professors, or those you make upon yourself
-but it may free you from those financial problems
which, understandably, can put a crimp in your
concentration.
If you qualify, our scholarship program will cover
the costs of your medical education, More, you'll
receive a good monthly allowance all through your
schooling.
But what happens after you graduate?
Then, as a health care officer in the military
branch of your choice you enter a professional
en~irOQment that is challenging, stimulating and
satosfymg.
An environment which keeps you in contact with
practically all medical specialties. Which gives you
the time to observe and learn before you decide on
your ~p~cialty. Whic,h may present th~ opportunity
to tra1n m that specralty. And to practoce it.
You may also find some of the most advanced
medical. achievements happening right where you
work. lrke. at the Brooke Army Medical Center in
San Antonto, Texas, long noted for its Burn Treat·
ment Center. Or the home of Flight Medicine the
famed Aerospace Medical Division, afso in 'San

Antonio. Or the National Naval Medical Center in
Bethesda, Maryland, recognized worldwide for its
work in Medical Research.
, And if yo~'ve read this far, you may be interestecl
m the detarls. Just send in the coupon and we'll
supply them,

,-----------------------,
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WAC Baseball Play BeginS . Here·
By DEL JONES
Of the Sports Staff

Returning from a winless (0·4)
road trip to California, the UNM
baseball team had better right
itself pronto as the Lobos open
their WAC season at home this

weekend against the nation's
number one ranked baseball team,
Arizona.
The awesome Wildcats have·
amassed an amazing 40·2 record
and have a 16-game winning
streak coming into .Albuquerque,

Tracksters Host Two;
Lobo Blacks Expected
part in Saturday's meet. Bail!JY
Lol>o Sports Editor
said that if the issues aren't
With the blacks who have been resolved-concerning b;~seball
participating in the boycott coach Bob Leigh and football
expected to be on· hand, UNM's coach Bill Mondt-at Thursday
track team hosts the Air Force night's athletic council meeting,
Academy and Northern Colorado then the boycott would resume in
in a triangular meet at University full force.
With the full contingent of
Stadium Saturday.
·The first event is the hammer blacks, · UNM rates as the favorite
throw, which gets underway at in the triangular. For Air Force it
12:15. The first running event will be the team's first outdoor
competition of the season. During
(steeplechase) starts at 1:45.
Last Saturday, only ontl Lobo the recent indoor campaign, the
black (Joe LaPorte) took part in Lobos edged the Academy by five
the dual meet with Arizona, and points in Colorado.
Hackett feels AF A has enough
UNM lost 91·67. Another black
trackster, Walter Henderson, depth to make the meet a close
one. Northern Arizona has some
returned to practice Monday.
The remaining seven blacks on good individual performers.
the squad came back on Tuesday
Top Northern Arizona.
after Harold Bailey, assistant · performers: Sid Bailey-9.4 in the
director of Afro· American 100 yard dash, Jeff
Studies, called a moratorium on Rigdon-14:07 three mile, Fred
the boycott for trackmen, and Harley-6-10 high jump, Neil
after they had talked to Coach Howk-1:52.2 880 yard run,
Hugh Hackett on an individual Steve Rucker-23·5 long jump,
and Mike Sampson-a 16 foot
basis.
"I think they are through with pole vaulter.
Top Air Force performers:
the boycott," Hackett said. "I
expect them to run Saturday, the Gary Albert-6·9 high jump, Dick
rest of the season and the rest of Mcintosh, Fred Whitrean and T.
their careers here."
G. Parker who have gone 14.3 or
Hackett said he Jet his better, Mark Webster-47.8 440
trackmen back on the team with yard dash, Wally Cannon-24·0%
no stipulations because being in and Dave Lawson-218 javelin.
season "there is nothing I can do
Hackett singled out half·miler
in a physical way to have them
Matt
Henry as an individual
make up the time they've missed
standout
last week. He had a
without hurting them."
best
of 1: 54.6 against
season's
The ·coach doesn't expect his
Arizona,
but
may have to run
team to have lost any enthusiasm
faster
this
Saturday
to beat
, because of· the boycott.
Northern
Arizona's
Howk.
"I don't see why we should,"
Sprinter Walter Henderson,
he said. "The spirit was great
before the boycott, was great who tied the UNM record two
during the boycott, and is great weeks ago with a 9.4 100-yard
now. These guys have the best dash, will have stiff ~ompetition
team spirit since I've been here from Northern's Bailey. Freshman
(the coach is in his 16th year at Michael Solomon, who has run a
47.8 in the 440, will have his
UNM)."
There still is a possibility that toughest test of the season in Air
some of the tracksters won't take Force's Dick Mcintosh.

Of the 40 wins, all but four have
been won at home, where the
Wildcats are a perfect 36·0.
"They may be undefeated at
home, but they'll be on the road
this weekend," said coach Bob
Leigh. "Good strong defense and
some sound pitching are what we
will need if we hope to beat
them."

By GREGORY LALIRE

•

WINTER
CLEARANCE
SALE

30% OFF
Parkas by Ascente
Wool Sweaters &' Hots

Pitching wiJI probably be the his team has to be the black'
barrier to a big Lobo upset. While athlete boycott, which has been
UNM's .315 team batting average hampering the track and football
isn't too far off Arizona's .355, teams of late.
the Lobo team earned run average
"Sure the boycott has affected
doesn't bold a candle to the our team," said Leigh. "People
Wildcat's hurlers. UNM's team have been saying we're the only
ERA is 4.05 while Arizona's is an team not involved, and while
unbelievable 1,31, Arizona bas we're not involved directly (the
averaged 9.4 7 earned runs against team has no blacks) it has affected
its opponents this year.
us. It has raised questions in the
"They are a good sound ball players' mind and certainly has in
club in all aspects," said Leigh. my mind as to what it's all about,
"They have good pitching, good
"I think it has affected the
hitting and play good defense. concentration of the players, but I
There's not a hell of a lot more a hope it will be settled Thursday."
team can be good at."
(Thursday an Athletic Council
Arizona is led by third baseman meeting will be held in which
Ron Hassey and catcher Dennis Leigh will defend his position.)
Haines. Hassey is batting .476
The first of the three·game
with 58 runs-batted-in in 42
series
will be Friday night at 7
games. Haines is hitting .440 with
ten homeruns. Six Wildcat p.m. The other two games will be
played Saturday, the first at 1
regulars are hitting over • 350.
p.m.
and the second at 7 p.m. All
Leigh will counter with seven
of his starting nine over . 300. The three wil be at the Sports
Lobos are led by rightfielder Mike Stadium.
Pettenuzzo, who ·is batting .422
Doug Johnson (3·1, 2.27) will
with 28 runs-batted·in. be the Lobo starter Friday with
Ou tfie lder·third baseman Mike two of the following three
Delmonico, a freshman, has won a pitchers going Saturday: Rich
spot in the starting lineup with his ·Olson (3·1, 3.60), Kent Seaman
bat. He's hitting .375.
(3·1, 3.60), and Ron Adair (3·1
A major worry for Leigh and 16 strike outs).
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Hustling Henry: Matt Henry,
who ran a season best 880 yard
dash (1:54.6llast week, will get
his toughest challenge in
Saturday's triangular from
Northern Arizona's Neil Hawk
(1:52.21.
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SOUND IDEAS
-·-

April 1-April 6
MODEL TC-13150.
ECONOMY STEREO CASSEnE DECK
With Detby• Holst RedMctlon System,
Ferrite and Ferrite Keaf, and Automatic Total
Mechanillll Shut-Off ITMSl

29.95

MODEL TC·20
CAR STEREO CASSETTE PLAYER
Here's a good one for the road! Our TC·20
stereo cassette player has 12 Watts of total
RMS power. Single·Action Casseue Loading and
Automatic Cassette Eject permit completely
dlstortion·free listening pleasure. The Model
TC·20 is compatible with any automobile with
12·volt negative around electrical svstem.

Sound ldeGs 1624 EubGnk N.E.

LQbo Sports Editor

Whether the UNM black
athletes' boycott, which began
last Thursday, comes to an end or
is resumed in full force hinges on
the outcome of tonight's athletic
council meeting.
The meeting, which is open to
the public, is scheduled to start at
7:30 at the Athletic Complex on
the South campus.
At this time a moratorium on
the boycott is in . effect for the
black trackmen but that could
end tonight if certain issues are
not resolved. The only issues
mentioned by Harold Bailey,
leader of the boycott and assistant
director of Afro-American
Studies, concern baseball coach
Bob Leigh and football coach Bill
Mondt.
The boycott stems from Leigh's
cutting of Paul Shelton, a black,
from the baseball team prior to
the current season. Both Leigh
and Shelton will be at the athletic
council meeting.
"I'm going there with the idea
that I am supposed to prove my
innocence rather than that they
have to prove me guilty," Leigh
said. "But I'm happy about doing
it because I don't expect there to
be any problems."
While Paul Shelton told the
Lobo that he had played high
school baseball in Louisiana, there
have been reports that he never
played any high school ball. UNM
Athletic Director Lavon
McDonald said that Shelton had

failed to make the Arizona and
Phoenix Junior College baseball
teams before coming here .
Shelton was one of four
baseballers dropped from the
team by Coach Leigh this spring.
Close to 20 players have been
dropped since last fall practice,
Leigh said. All those cut, besides
Shelton, were white.
"The issue is not his ability,"
Bail!lY said at his Tuesday press
conference. "The issue is that
Shelton was denied a fair
opportunity to make the baseball
team. His civil rights were
violated."
Mondt became an issue this
week when he decided not to let
all the blacks who had boycotted
(and then suspended) back on the
team. Two players he did not
allow back were running backs
Ben Turner and Cliff Crenshaw,
the coach said yesterday.
Mondt said he was only
permitting those players who had
showed spirit and leadership since
February to return. One black
athlete said that Turner wasn't
allowed back because Mondt
didn't like the way the halfback
"carried himself" or his "bad"
attitude.
One of those who was allowed
to return, freshman linebacker
Dave Cooksey, was at practice
yesterday, but the others who fell
in to that category didn't,
apparently because Bailey said the
boycott would continue against
the football team. Cool1sey did
not wish to say. why he rejoined

tourney's this year. Rice and Ault
have finished one·two for the
Lobos in both the New Mexico
State Invitational and Aztec
Invitational (San Diego).
At San Diego (March 14·16)
Rice was tied for ninth among
individuals with a 221 total and
Bob Ault posted a 222 for the 54
holes. In that Aztec Invitationnl,
UNM finished ninth in a tough
12-team field.
The fields 11re expected to be
equally tough this next week,
with Sou them Cal rated as the
favorite in both tournaments.
USC, the second-ranked team in
the country, stunned defendiJ1g
NCAA champ Florida in last
week's Aztec Invite. 'Dte Trojans'
golfing ace is Craig Stadler.

the footballers.
There have been fou1· black
gridders-Greg Joines, Rick Jones,
Cheste1· Goodson, Curtis
Aikens-.who have not been
boycotting. Goodson chose not to
discuss the reasons for his action,
but the othe1· three did.
Greg Jones, one of the
coordintors ol the Black Stude11 t
Union, may be a.sked to resign by
members of the BSU for not
boycotting. As of yesterday,
Jones said nobody had asked him
to do so directly, however.
''I want to continue to
represent them (BSU members),
but if they don't want me to do
so, and tell me that, then I'll step
down," Jones said. "I'm going to
keep my reasons for boycotting to
myself because of the issues. but I
respect them for what they're
doing and they should respect me
for what I decided to do.
Greg Joines doesn't think he is
getting that respect now and said

there has been some pressure put
on him to join the boycott. He
added, however, that lw is "a
dude who knows what he wants
to do" and that the pressure
wasn't anything.
Anothr.r Jones, cornerbacl1

:\".I

I

.
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Rick Jones, said that he was
behind what the boycotter~ \WI e
doing 100 per cent but that he
was not taking part for "personal
reasons." Hyadded that he
originally was going to go along
(continued on page 12)

Spring into Summer!
Stop by and look at our selection of
3, 5, and 10-speeds-From 79.95
featuring

BICYCLES
The handmade bicycle from France
And introducing the TAKARAJapan"s finest-cycle.

·The Bike Shop, Inc.
823 Yale S.E.
842-9100

Hours
Mon-Sa.t 9:30-6

Sporting Goods

General Information
Students and professiona Is working together for constructive change.
Funded, directed and controlled by
students.
A professional staff of scientisiS and
attorneys.
An active, full time force representing
student concerns and the public interest

Public Interest
NMPI RG will work for appropriate
change in areas that concern all of us:
-environmental quality
-consumer protection
-racial and sexual discrimina lion
-occupational safety
-housing problems

·-.::.----=--..:.-::-=--

Student Support and
Involvement
NMPIRG will be funded by student
membership dues of $2 per semester.
A maJority of students through peti·
lions being circulated this week must
support a request for such a funding
arrangement. Any student who does
not wish to be a member of PIRG
may obtain a full refund at a con·
venient place on campus.
NMPIRG will he controlled by an
elected student board of directors.
Students will work with its hired professional staff at all levels of NMPIRG
activity, including research, raising public awareness and support, drafting
proposals, interacting with community
groups and lobbying for legal changes.

Professional Staff

An ombudsman for the pUblic interest,

Meeting
Sunday, April 7, 7:30p.m.
KIVA Lecture Hall
Everyone interested in PI RG should attend.

~------------------------------------~--~----------~-----INC
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By GREGORY LALIRE

UNM's golfers are i):l California
and will stay there through next
weekend, playing in the Fresno
State Invitational beginning today
and the Far West Invitational
starting Wednesday.
The first 54-hole tourney,
which is being held at the Ft.
Washington Golf and Country
Club in Fresno runs through
Saturday. San Jose State hosts the
Far West Invitational at Santa
Cruz, California.
Coach Dick McGuire's lineup
includes freshman Brad Bryant,
sophomores John Klee and Greg
Goldsmith and senio1·s Bob Ault,
Jack Rice and Paul Lodge.
McGuire feels that only two of
his golfers, Ault and Rice, have
played well in the team's last two

thvnd er bwd
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Will Boycott End?

Golfers Go To Coast

the. be.s.tQ~d
-the l<:\st

Ski Accessories

2210 Central SE
268-4876
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Deadh oe. ·i .5
Apr,\ \2. for

Gloves

Mountains
and Rivers
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(Continued {ro.m pag_e 11)

with the majority of the black
athletes but felt his "commitment
to the boycott" was over when
baseballer Shelton was given a
second chance.
The athletic department agreed
to have Shelton re-evaluated by an
outside group chosen by the BSU
but when Bailey rejected that
offer, Jones decided "that's as far
as I go in this."
The last of the non-boycotters,
center Curtis Akins, said he felt he
had to play this year after quitting
the team last season (because of
disagreements with Rudy

Feldman over what position he
should play),
.
"I told myself that if I ever was
going to do anything in football it
would have to be now, 11 Akins
said. "I decided to just keep my
mind on football and if anything
else came up to just ignore it. The
guy who is boycotting is a brother
and I'm a brother, but I can't Jet
anything i_nterfere with my
career,"
Bailey said at his Tuesday press
con f ere nee that if the issues
involving coaches Leigh and
Mondt were resolved tonight, the
boycott would end, but that nine
more issues involving the athletic
department would be brought up.

Rates: 10~ per word per day with a prior to insertion of advertisement.
$1.00 per day minimum charge, or 6¢
Where: ,Journalism l3uildlng, Room 206,
per word per day with a 60¢ per day
or b'll mail
minimum charge for ads published five
Classified Advertising
or more consecutive days,
UNM P.O. Box 20
Terms: Payment must be made in .full
Albuquerque, N.M. 87131
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BLUETAIL IS ROC-K-,N-,R-O-L-:-L-.-C-a__
11_2_43-.
4973 or 266·0869 or 255·6269.
HAVE YOU signed the PIRG petition'
It may be the most imp~;~rtnnt thing you
.__!!!!_~..!.!_t~~e~t.
4/12
INFORMATION ABOUT MILLER's "pic·
ern-up" recycling contest. Contact Rick
-t/9
Dell, 298·0960,
CASH FOR GOOD LOOKING FEMALE
clothing especially polyet~ter slacks. and
denims. The Rag S~o~~'. 268•2~23. -t/9
GARAGE SALE this SaturdaY, 313 Colum•
bia SE. Records, books and other junk.
~· unt!l we're tired.
. _ 4/6
CHICANO DAY is corning, Thunsday,
April 4. 1974, 10 am. to 3 pm., SUB
Ballroom.
4/4
CHAPARRAL TRYOUTS (cheerleaders,
pompom girls) Mandatory meeting
4/8/'14, Johnson Gym, Room 164, '1:00
pm.
~~~~
NEW MEXICO PUBLIC INTEREST Research Group is now organizing on earn·
pus. You can play a vital role. For ad·
dltional information, see our table in the
SUB or come by our office: 2026 Mesa
VIsta H',!ll·
4/6
VERY FEW PEOPLE can .listen without
talking. Most people can talk without
lilltcning. It Is very rare that people can
talk and listen. We try, CaiJ AGORA.
:m-3013.
4/6
WHY GO TO COOK'S and pay more? We
have Tennis equipment, Paddle ball atuff
and other sporting Roods-always on
specfal. THE BIKE SHOP, 823 Yale SE.
842·9100.
ttn
PREGNANT AND NEED HELP'/ You
have friends who care at J31rthrlcht.
247-9819.

----

.

-·

WRITERS NEEDED: New Mexico Dally
Lobo. APPlY In oerson at the Lobo, room
158 of Student Publleatlona.

21

LOST & FOUND

LOST: GRAY/WHITE lot•ghnfred male
cat in University area, 255·4848.
4/9
LOST: TWO-YEAR BLACK GERMAN
Shepard, ncar fair grounds. Reward. 268·
5885,
4/10
LOST : 3/30 HUSKY Cross female puppy,
tan-gray curly tail, UNM area. 266·6109.
4/10
LOST: CHILDREN'S GLASSES. VIcinity
Lomas & Vassar, need badly. Please. 281·
3650.
4/9
FOUND: Lady's rlnsr. In front of Johnson
Gym on 3/29. Call 268-5998, ask tor
David Grubbs. Identify and elaim. 4/8
LOST BETWEEN CamPtlll and Silver.
Child's pink sweater, awiDllluit arrnbanda.
2ll5-6289.
4/8
FOUND: A FEMALE Husky pup. Cotum~
bia St. SE, 2ll5-14&8.
4/4.
CONCHO BELT wu left women's lounge,
3rd ftoor, Ortega Monday afternoon, 25
March. Nfce reward. No questions uked.
• Call 2'17·6907.
4/4

Photographic prints submitted for
the Gainsville, U. Fla. exhibition have
returned. and can be picked up at the
ASA Gallery 11·4, Mon.·Fri.
Work·study has a few jobs available
for the remainder of the Spring
semester. These jobs require skills,
primarily clerical skills, including
typing. A couple of non-clerical
P<>Sitions are also available. If
interested, please check
Student
Aids in Mesa Vista Hall for
qualifications.

at
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ADVERTISING

CLASSIFIED

The A SUNM·GSA Pot!trY Series
presents Andrei Codrescu reading his
poetry in Bandelier East Lounge on
Thurs., April 4 at 3;30 p.m.

LOST & FOUND

FOUND: Coin purse containing keys and
money at Stanford & Silver. ldentifJ a
Claim. rm 206 Journalism.
3)

SERVICES

HAVE YOU BEEN OVERCHARGED?
Gotten an inferior product't or bad service? or having trouble with your land·
lord? If so, call CONSUMER AFFAIRS
at 277-6606 or come Into room 248 In the
SUB between 12:30-4:30, We ean help
you I Research and Consumer At!airs.
4/23
IMAGES-PORTRAIT, PASSPORT, aP·
plication photographs. Close, quick, eane.
2312·A Central SE. Behind Butterftelds.
1!611-911&'1.
&tl
HAUL your junk quick. Any load, any road.
Call Seth anytime, 281·5862.
4/2
PASSPORT. iDENTiFiCATION pho~.
Lowest prices In town, fast, pleas1n1r.
hear UNM. Call 266·2444 or come to
1717 Girard N.E.
J.. f.GAL SERVICES. UNM Law School
Clinical Program offers legal servlcee
tor students and stat!. Furnished by
uuallfied law students under facultJ Ill•
oervlalon. Availability limited to those
whose assets and Income do not exceed
4:!1tablil!hed RUidellncs. 60~ regl,tratlon
fee. Call 277-2913 or 27'1·3604 for In·
formation and appointment&. Sponsored
by Associated Studenta of UNM.
tfn

•t

FOR HENT

STARVING. GORILLA tor rent. Friendly[
affectionate, excellent advertiser, cal
268·1607.
4/8
-''"-"
DELUXE TWO BEDROOM security bldg,
Laundry, patio, BBQs, -t blocke from
UNM. The Zodiac, 419 Vassar SE, 255·
6780 or 268·3619.
-t/8
ONE, TWO, & THREE room efficiencies
furnished. Near downtown & UNM. 2427814.
4/5
THUEE-BD.RM house for rent, furnished.
Ncar downto~n &_l!NM. 242·'1814. 4/6
BEST APT. VALUE-Columbian West, 1
block to UNI\1. Luxury apts., swimMing
pool, recreation . room, refrigerated air,
full eccurity, 209 Columbia, Call 2688034, 268·1006,
4/10

-

nOSQUE PLAZA APARTMENTS. Adobe
Style-1 4 2 Bds. Furn. & Unfurn.•
Utllltil!lt Included. Pool, RBB barbeque,
large balconies, sauna, ref. air, 10 min.
from UNM. Waterbeda permitted. From
1160.00. 8201 Marquette NE-266·80'11.
Student. A profe110n welcomelll
THE CITADEL, eftlcfenc:r and one bed·
room, reasonable rents from. •110. mod
fumfshfnn and ahq carpetlnc, deluxe
electrie kitehen1 swimming 11001, recreation room. cara room, 11001 table, HeUJio
ItT lrUard.il, walking dietanee to UNII.
1520 Univenity NE, 241·2494.
4/12
LEAD a .ASH SE, Lucaya House Apartments. FuJI '•eeurlty, all atllltla paid,
eftlclenCJ', 1125/mo. l·bdrm 1158/mo.
2-bdrm 1185/mo. Call Jim at 84S.763Z
or 265-9691.
~

FOR SALE

EUROPEAN HEALTH SPA membership.
$16.61 a month for one year, plus one
year free. Call 26-'6--4-'0-'96..;.'-----MARE, 4 yrs greenbroke bred for cutting,
~ad-looking, Li)ld~, -~~.:~2!_1.
4/10
3·SPEED WOMAN'S BICYCLE. Thorn·
_1_>~£!!...ti~!:s .. $46. Marijo, 266:1247. 4(6
PAIR OF BOSE 601 Speakers. Excellent
4/10
condition, 265·7198 after 8 JJm,
BRONICA S·2 with 80rnrn and liOmm.
NIKOR lens. Call 268·6229.
4/10
ADVENT DOLBY SYSTEM, large sierra
dcsilms backpack, aiwn portable cassette,
AM·FM radio gold pocket' watch, also
free cute terrier P!PJ!Y•_:42~8~~·__!Lii
1965 VW BUG, $460. 268-3689 before 10
~r ~~~:~0 prn,
4/9
'67 OLDS CUTLASS, around $800. Rebuilt
2-speed automatic transmission, new
tires, battery. Air conditioning. Engine
330 c.i. Must leave. Very good. Frank,
268·7507.
4/9
MUST SELL: '6'1 D;dge Cornonet, 383
engine-Hurst sbift-$250. Call quickly,
897-0136,
4/9
CLOTHING FROM 1900·1940, Antiq"ii'e
qailts, furniture, photograllhica. The Sil·
ver Sunbeam Antiques. 3409 Central NE.
4/15
VOLKSWAGE:::N:-:--::B::U:::S-:--:1:-::9:::84~,--re:::b::.:.ullt,
1500cc, eink, bed, extru. $699. 266·5100,
4/8
KENWOOD 506 compact receiver wlbull~
in PE 2010 turntable, pair rectilinear XI
speakers and Kenwood KX-7010 cassette
deck that nee1ls 11orne work. Sell as system
only, $400, 268·8596 after 6 pm.
~/4
1912 MAN'S DRE-SS Suit. (tails), 1923 tuxedo, antique clothing, 256·9024.
4/4
TURQUOISE & DIAMONDS set In gold.
UnuRunl engagement and wedding rings,
Charly Romero. 268-3896,
S/3
BiCYCLES, BICYCLES. 3.-6 & 10 sp~,
i'rom $7!1.95, Stoll by & look at our new
Jaua.,C!!Ie Takara!!, THE J3IKE SHOP,
823 Yale SE, 842·9100,
tfn
Fi:OO'RUlOM f~ie. 36-ineh reed. Ja·clc
type, $200 firm. 265·3916 evenings, 4/~

fil

There will be a meeting of the UNM
Classical Guitar Assoc. on Mon., April
8 in Rm. 253 c>f the SUB. AU members
are urged to attend.
The Orthodox Baha'i Club will hold
Fireside tonight in Rm. 25QA of the
SUB at 8:00. Everyone is welcome.
Delta Sigma Pi, professional business
fraternity, will hold a business meeting
this Thurs., April 4, in Rm. 230 of the
SUB. Starts at 7:30 and there will be a
guest speaker.
The UNM Gay Peoples Union is
sponsoring a gathering for gay folks
and their friends. Fri.t April 5, 7; 30
p.m. at the UNM International Center.
Bring your favorite records and
munchies an~ meet some folks,
There will be a meeting of the UNM
Hang Glider Club on Thurs. evening at
7 in Rm. 250D o~ the SUB.
Philosophy Colloquium on Fri.,,
April 5, at 3:30 p.m. at Hodgin 301.
Dr. Helena Eilstein will present a paper
entitled "On What Doesn't Exist:
Remarks on Nominalism." A
discussion will follow the reading of
the paper. Public is invited.
Recruiters from the UNM School of
Medicine will be at Rm. 253 of the
SUB on Mon., April 8 and Tues., April
9 from 1-4 p.m. They will be recruiting
Chicano, Indian and Black applicants.
from New Mexico, to the UNM School
of Medicine. Information on
pre-medical course requirements,
application procedures and deadlines,
financial assistance and curriculum will
be available.

• •
(continued from page 5)
•

scheduled stage check at noon.
''When they did ·Show up at 3
p.m., they said it was okay. Then
at 5:30 they turn around and tell
us it's no good. I offered to do
whatever they felt was necessary,
and told them there was plenty of
time to do it at that point, but
they wouldn't have anything to
do with it, just said they wouldn't
play.
<1'
Hogg said he has had second
thoughts about his taped
statement that said the stage was
considered "by. all" to be unsafe,
but that he was under a lot of
pressure to say it that way.
"Everyone was threatening
everyone else with lawsuits. The
first tape I made I said 'considered
by most to be unsafe,' but the
band's road manager and a
representative from Warne.r Bros.
records wouldn't accept that, It
was insane. The way I feel now, I
hope we never do another concert
here."
For all women interested in the Field ,,,.
Dentistry. a free 30 min. film will he
~hnwn/ April 8. 4 p.111./Dentnl Prugntm!>
Building.

FRI&SAT • .,

The Wagon Wheels Square Dance
Club w.ill dance tonight, April 4, from
7·9 p.m. in room 176 of Johnson Gym.
Everyone weiClome. No partners
required.

THURSDAY 7& 9
FRANCOIS TRUFFAUT'S FIRST FEATURE FILM

E'IPLOYMENT

NEED RF.LlABLE GIRL FRIDAY, baby.
sitter. Mu"t have car, wcelcdays 11 am.6 prn. $1.'16 pr. hr. 268-2828.
4/9
NEED-RESPONSIBLE BAJ3YSITTER
eves . and weekend~, llafarY or tree one
b~?roorn apt,. in SE. Mu~t have phone. no
_ c ldren, no pets, 288-2828.
41!!
ARMY RESERVE earn11 average $60
monthly. One weekend monthly, two
~ccks summer. Men and women. For
mro, call 293-2123,
4/8

71

11
Tbe Dream of a Cos~ck," a Soviet
film in the socialist realism mold of the
Stalin period, will be shown at 8 p.m.
Thursday in Ortega Hall 153. The. film,
sponsored by the Department of
Modern and Classical Languages, js
free. The sound·track is in Russian
with English sub-titles.

Stage

MISCELLANEOUS

FREE TO GOOD HOME, part malamute
male dog. 268-3194,
-t/10
FREE-One black and white female 9monthll-old cat. Has aU l!hots, Jovallle.
4/8
242·9010.
WANTED: Wire .\llh~t type, hub calll! tor
'66 01ds. Call 298·0148.
~/9
GOATHEADS GOTCHA. DOWN? TbomPArooifl tTuHbee, I!UO JJalr. InataUed thra
8fi.oioo. E BIKE SHOP, 823 Yale ~ri

First and foremost of the New Wave masterpieces is this
moving story of a young boy turned outcast. Actually an
lutobiography of Truffaut's childhood.

7t; J

.:}4

U.N.M. STUDENT UNION
THEATRE 277-2031

Do you know this man?

THUNDERBmD MAGAZJN . II takfn&'
'lubmbelona tor . the nen IIIUe. Brln&'
them to room 205 JoiU'Dalllm.

You shouid!
SHERWOOD S-7050
INDIVIDUAL
COMPONENT
PRICE $382.70 .....

2999 5

National Life Insurance
proudly introduces

Durinl Salt

$

I KLH-32 Spectacular I

Robert C. Jackson Ill.

FAIR PLAZA

Robert is an outstanding student at UNM completing his
M.B.A. and is a career life underwriter with us.
As a result, we feel this is an excellent opportunity for you
to discuss your financial plans with somebody that knows
and cares about your future. Call: 243·5679

• • • ti2.91WW1e ........... L•t

Garrard42/M-

Automatic Turntable

Wit~~~~~~~"!~aseL•

Laf J ' , tte
·~ue

U.

RADIO

Lomas and
San Pedro
255-9933

ASso;,~~~~S SANDIA PLAZA

1sten to us,you cant go wrong.

Stores also in Santa Fe & Farmington

Candelaria
and Juan Tabo
294-4422

~~------~--~------._----~----~-----------------------------------~~---

Ray E. Cramer, C.L.U.
General Agent
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